Abst_ct Pandlel computez systems m 8mons the most complex of man's creations, mald_ ,,_b_actory _ chszactezisation diflcult. Despite this complexity, there are strong, indeed, a/m_t irtesistlble, incentives to quantify par.rid -y.tem _ _ a .insle mettle. The fallacy lies in succumbhs| to such temptations. A complete perfonnance characterisation requ/res not only ms sns/ys/s of the system's constituent levels, it also requires both atatie and dlmamic characterhJations. Static or ave_aze behsv/or analys_ may mask trans/ents that dramatically alter system pedomumee. Althoush the _ visual system is _kedly sdep¢ st/nterpretins end identif3_S anomafies in fa/Je color data, the importance of dynamic, visas/ scientific da_ presentation ka. only recently been reco Knisei. Larse, complex pszallel syJte_, pose equsny vexins pe_orman_ interp_ta_oa problems. Data from hardware and software perforlnance monitors must be presented in ways that emphsudse importan_ events while elidin s irrelevan_ details. The purpose of computing is insight, not numbers. Richard Hamming model more accurately reflects observed behavior. Performance measurements of high-speed computing systems can q.uickiy generate vast quantities of numerical data. Indeed, recognition of the importance of virtual memory phase transitions was hampered by the volume of data pends on the intended use of the performance data. At the lowest level lies the performance of the hardware design.
I Introduction
The appearance of any new computer system raises many questions about its 
3.3.4
System Displays Figure 5 shows the menu of dynamic system views provided by HyparViH. Figures 6 and 7 show the CUBE, FFT, PASCAL, and QUEUE views. Each display g/yes a different v/ew of the hype_ube that shows current system activity as highlighted nodes and links. Each view emphasises certain system aspects (e.g., the network topolosy, the multiplicity of partially overinpping paths from s source to a destination node, or queues of waiting messages). view (i.e., CUBE, FFT, and PASCAL) , unwanted detail can be elided via the Node and Link menus.
For example, display of any combination of transmitting, active, or receiving nodes and links can be disabled. Figure 8 shows the L/nk menu; the Node menu is similar. A//, Active and Ttansmittin 8 select the displayed link states.
Message and Circuit T_rac]_g
In addition to elision of unwanted node and link details, HyperView supports rneasage tvacldng and ciecait tvacidng, s After identifying source and destination nodes, only those messages in transit between the specified nodes are displayed. Figure 9 illustrates message and circuit tracking in s system with circuit switched communication.
In the figure, nodes 0 and 20 
Parallel Simplex Variants
In message passing architectures, interprocessor communication is much more expensive than local memory access. Hence, many algorithm implementation details are constrained siren the mapping of data to processors. In the column partitioned method, shown in Figure 10 , complete columns are divided equally amon 8 the processors. To identify the column to enter the basis, each hype_ube node must first find the local minimum of the objective values for those columns in its local memory, then cooperate with other nodes to identify and distribute the identity of the column containing the minimum objective vulue. Conversely, the s_ngie node containin 8 the pivot column must identify the column to leave the basis. Thus, partitioning the matrix by columns creates both parallel and sequential computation phases.
In the row partitioned strategy, complete rows of the matrix are divided equally among the processors. As Table 2 shows, this approach also creates
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Row global send Figure 11 shows the non-zero matrix structure of one such problem. Although the 7:1 ratio of columns to rows suggests the reason that column partitioning is preferable, the details are best grasped via visualization.
Parallel computation
Figures 12 and 13 show four views of the number of messages sent between tasks of the row partitioned
simplex algorithm on a 16 node l.ntel iPSC/2 hy-
percube.
Recall that in a D-dlmensional hypercube, a node with address n is directly connected only to those other nodes with addresses whose binary expansions differ grom n in exactly one bit. Although messages must cross multiple communication links to reach some nodes, the maximum distance between any two nodes is D. When exploring performance at the hardware and system software levels, understandin$ node connectivity is crucial. However, at the application level, messages are exchanged by tasks, not hypereube nodes. Hence, rI.n reality, there are many subvari,tlons of both row sad colmms partitioning, and each hu dL_erin8 performance; see [19] for complete detsi]_. • external input/output (i.e., file accesses),
• processor utilization,
• context switches,
• system calls,
• memory utilisation,
• memory reference patterns (i.e., reference |ocalities),
• virtual memory paSin 8 activity, and
• messase counts and volume by destination.
Each of these could be displayed in a variety of formats (e.g., perspective, histogram, strip chart, contour, or dens/ty • message counts and volume by destination,
• delays for message transmission or receipt,
• dynamic procedure call graphs, and
• execution profiles.
Finally, the visualisation system would permit correlation of system and application performance.
The astute reader will have realised that near real-time processing and dis- andby manually insertinginstrumentation d/rectives in application code.
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